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MELFRED BORZALL INTRODUCES UPDATE TO MOST POPULAR ROCK BIT—EAGLE CLAW S.D.
Just when drillers got used to the pulverizing power of the Eagle Claw™, MBI made it meaner.
Santa Maria, CA, May 18, 2018— When it comes to ground eating, high production HDD blades and bits,
Melfred Borzall is top of the line. It’s most popular rock bit, the Eagle Claw™ has long held drillers hearts
for its low wear and long use with Borzall carbide teeth that grind through the toughest rock.
It’s newest iteration, dubbed the Eagle Claw S.D., boasts even more carbide blocks and tougher teeth. It
has taken the three standard conical cutter teeth and applied its Chunky Hardfacing in spiral formation
around each to give the teeth a better bite and longer life. Surrounding the base of each cutter tooth is an
additional carbide block lining high-impact areas to give it more life.
Along with more hardfacing is the addition of carbide blocks impregnated with aggressive domed carbides
on the body of the bit. Each of the 5 newly-added blocks holds 5 of its own aggressive domed carbide
buttons.
“We debuted this at our annual distributor meeting to an exclusive select group before releasing it to the
public and they immediately wanted orders for them even though we were not selling yet in most sizes.
Melfred Borzall’s dedication to innovation with research and development has paid off with this new Eagle
Claw S.D. Not only does it meet the needs of ever-evolving circumstances drillers are running into in hard
ground conditions, it just look tougher than any bit out there!” says Director of Marketing, Peter
Melsheimer.
If you would like more information about this topic, please contact Peter Melsheimer at 800.558.7500 or
email at pmelsheimer@melfredborzall.com.

